NEW PRODUCTS
AC servo actuators

RSF Supermini series
58.1mm

69.1mm

■ R SF-5A (with brake)

■ R SF-5A

* Exact sized photographs

AC servo driver
■ HA-680 series

* Exact sized photograph

ISO14001
Hotaka
Plant
ISO9001

RSF-5A

AC Servo Actuators

RSF-5A is a compact and high-torque AC servo actuator with a high rotational accuracy combining
a speed reducer harmonic drive for precision control and an AC servo motor. Actuator with brake is
also included in the standard lineup. Combined with a dedicated AC servo driver HA-680 for DC
24V power supply, which fully demonstrates the performance of this AC servo actuator, compact
machines and equipment with a high rotational accuracy can be achieved.
R

Small, lightweight, and high-output

Main
Features

The small, lightweight servo motor that utilizes the full performance of Harmonic Drive has been
developed. It can realize a compact and high-power AC servo actuator in combination with a small
Harmonic Drive unit.
R

Wide operation range
The developed servo motor has an expanded maximum rotation speed of up to 10,000r/min with the motor
alone. This realizes an expanded operation range of the actuator.

High-precision positioning
Since Harmonic Drive has not backlash due to gear backlash, it provides high-precision positioning and
rotation precision.
R

Semiconductor manufacturing equipment, electronic parts assembly equipment,
Main
Applications inspection/measuring device, robot, on-vehicle equipment, etc.

Models and symbols
■ AC Servo actuator

RSF

5A
2

1
No.

3

■ AC Servo driver

50
4

Description of symbol

E 050
5

6

C

HA

680

7

1

2

Details of symbol

1

Model name

AC servo actuator, RSF series

4B
3

24

4

No. Description of symbol

5
Details of symbol

1

Model name

AC servo driver, HA series

2

Model

Model of 5

2

Series name

680 series (position, speed and torque control)

3

Version symbol

"A" indicates the design order.

3

Rated output current

4:4A

4

Harmonic Drive reduction ratio

Three types: 30, 50, and 100

4

Corresponding symbol

B: for RSF-5A

5

Encoder type

E: Incremental encoder

5

Power supply voltage

24: DC24V

6

Encoder pulse number

050:500p/rev (The encoder pulse number of the motor shaft.)

7

Specification

C: Standard item (with connector)
BC: With brake (with connector)
SP: Special specification

R

Relay cables

Connectors

There are the cable that connects the actuator and driver and the
communication cable that connects the driver and PC. (The relay
cables have the connector for driver connection.)
* The relay cable for the encoder is required for connection with
the driver.
* The relay cable for the brake is required when the actuator with
brake is used.
Cable

Model

For motor

EWA-M**-JST04-TN2

For encoder

EWA-E**-M09-3M14

For brake

EWA-B**-JST03-TMC

For EIA-232C

HDM-RS232C (cable length 1.5m)

They are connection connectors for the driver. There are 2 types
for different sets.
● 4-type set (CN1, CN2, TB1, TB2)
Model: CNK-HA68-S1
● 2-type set (CN2, TB2)
Model: CNK-HA68-S2 �
(This model is required when the relay cable is used.)

"**" in the model names indicate the cable length: 03=3m, 05=5m, and 10=10m.)

Dedicated communication software (free): RSF-520
This is the dedicated communication software for parameter setting and change of the HA-680 driver. You can download it from our Web
site (http://www.hds.co.jp/). All parameters of the HA-680 driver are set by using the dedicated communication software PSF-520.
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Specifications of RSF-5A
Time rating:
Excitation method:
Insulation class:
Withstanding voltage:
Insulation resistance:
Structure:

Continuous
Permanent magnet type
B
AC500V/min
DC500V 100Mohm or more
Totally enclosed self cooling type

Operating temperature:
Storage temperature:
Operating/ storage temp.:
Vibration resistance:
Lubricant:

Actuator model
Item

Input power supply
voltage (driver)
EWA-E**-M09-3M14

Allowable continuous rotational speed (output shaft)

Allowable continuous stall torque
Instantaneous maximum current
Maximum torque
Maximum rotational speed
Torque constant
MEF constant
Phase resistance (at 20oC)

50

V
1.11

0.92

0.76

0.18

0.29

0.44

kgf･cm

1.83

2.95

4.48

r/min

150

90

45

N･m

0.28

0.44

0.65

kgf･cm

2.85

4.48

6.62

A

2.3

2.2

1.7

N･m

0.5

0.9

1.4

kgf･cm

5.10

9.17

14.3
100

r/min

333

200

N･m/A

0.30

0.54

1.1

kgf･cm/A

3.06

5.51

11.22

V/(r/min)

0.04

0.07

0.13

Ω

0.82

mH

Phase inductance

0.27
-4

2

GD /4
Moment of inertia

kg･m

0.66×10

2

-3

(0.11×10 )

Note 4

-3

J

kgf･cm･s

2

Gear ratio

Allowable thrust load

Encoder resolution (Output shaft: when multiplied by 4) Note 5
Input power supply
voltage

Mass
Combined driver

-3

Retention
torque

-4

1.83×10

-3

(0.31×10 )
-3

1.87×10

-3

-3
-3

7.45×10

-3

(3.15×10 )

(12.6×10 )

30

50

100

90

kgf

9.1

N

270

kgf

27.5

Pulse/res.

-4

7.31×10

(1.23×10 )

(1.13×10 )

Pulse

Encoder pulses (motor shaft)

Motor shaft brake

0.67×10

N

Allowable radial load
(output shaft central value)

100

DC24±10%

Allowable continuous
current
EWA-B**-JST03-TMC
A
Allowable continuous
torque
HDM-RS232C(ケーブル長さ1.5m）
N･m
(during operation at allowable continuous
rotational speed)

RSF-5A
30

EWA-M**-JST04-TN2

0 to 40oC
-20 to +60oC
20~80%RH (no condensation)
49m/s2
Grease (Harmonic Grease)

500
60,000

V

100,000

200,000

DC24±10%

N･m

0.18

0.29

0.44

kgf･cm

1.83

2.95

4.48

Without brake

g

66.0 (excluding clamp filter)

With brake

g

86.0 (excluding clamp filter)
HA-680-4B-24

Note 1:
Note 2:
Note 3:
Note 4:

The table above shows output values of outshaft.
The values in the table above are obtained when connected to the combined driver (HA-680-4B-24).
All values are typical data.
R
The moment of inertia is the total value of the motor shaft and Harmonic Drive moment of inertia converted to the output side. The values in
parentheses are for equipment with a brake.
Note 5: The encoder resolution is (motor shaft encoder resolution when multiplied by 4) x (gear ratio).
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External dimensions of RSF-5A

(unit:mm)

■ RSF-5A-XXX-E050-C
3-M2x3 evenly spaced
2-φ2.3 ev. sp.

Max diameter
of rotation part

(used when HD assembles)

FG line

Motor lead wire

Finished ext. dia. φ5Max

Encoder lead wire

Finished ext. dia. φ5Max

Clamp filter (2 pcs)
Note) Please confirm the dimensions specification
drawing issued by us for details.

■ RSF-5A-XXX-E050-BC (with brake)

2-φ2.3 ev. sp.

3-M2x3 evenly spaced

Max diameter
of rotation part

(used when HD assembles)

FG line

(Motor lead wire)

Motor/Brake lead wire
Finished ext. dia. φ5Max

Encoder lead wire
(Brake lead wire)

Finished ext. dia. φ5Max

Clamp filter (2 pcs)
Note) Please confirm the dimensions specification
drawing issued by us for details.
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Operable range
The operable range when AC servo actuator RSF-5A and AC servo driver HA-680 for DC24V power supply
are combined is plotted in the graph.
● Acceleration/deceleration motion range: Range of torque-rotational speed that is operable momentarily. Normally, this range is used
during acceleration and deceleration.
● Continuous motion range: Range of continuously operable torque-rotational speed.
● 50% duty motion range: Range of torque-rotational speed operable at 50% duty (ratio between operational and standby hours is 50:50)

■ RSF-5A-30-E050-C, RSF-5A-30-E050-BC

Radiation plate 150x150x3 (mm)

0.6

Torque [N・m]

0.5
0.4

Acceleration/deceleration
motion range

0.3
0.2
0.1
0.0

Continuous motion
range
0

50

100

50% duty motion range
150

200

250

300

350

Rotational Speed [r/min]

■ RSF-5A-50-E050-C, RSF-5A-50-E050-BC

Radiation plate 150x150x3 (mm)

1.0

Torque [N・m]

0.8

Acceleration/deceleration
motion range

0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0

Continuous motion
range
0

50

50% duty motion range
100

150

200

250

Rotational Speed [r/min]

■ RSF-5A-100-E050-C, RSF-5A-100-E050-BC

Radiation plate 150x150x3 (mm)

1.5

Torque [N・m]

1.2

Acceleration/deceleration
motion range

0.9
0.6
0.3
0.0

Continuous motion
range
0

20

40

50% duty motion range
60

80

100

120

Rotational Speed [r/min]
Note: The values of the graph are obtained when the aluminum radiation plate is mounted shown at
the upper right portion of the graph.
Note: Even in the continuous motion range, contact us if it is used continuously in uni-direction.
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Features of AC servo driver HA-680 for DC 24V power supply
In order to demonstrate the full performance of AC servo actuator RSF-5A, the following functions are equipped to AC servo driver HA680 for DC 24V power supply.
● Small and compact design�
It is about half the size of a postcard, just the size of a card case. Its ultra-light design with a weight of only 230 g is useful for small,
space-saving devices.
● Substantial functions�
Position control, speed control, and torque control are provided as standard. It is compact and has substantial functions.
● Easy function setting and wide range of operating status display�
All functions, such as setting and changing parameters, monitoing I/O signals, rotation speed, and deviation, can be done easily by
using dedicated communication software PSF-520. Up to eight previous alarms are memorized and indicated as alarm history that is
helpful for diagnosis.
● The main circuit power supply and the control circuit power supply are separated.�
Because the main circuit power supply and the control circuit power supply are separated, safe diagnosis can be performed in case of
failure.
● Easy test run adjustment�
Adjustment, such as gains, can be performed using dedicated communication software PSF-520.
● Electronic gear suitable for mechanical system�
The electronic gear function adjusts the feed pitch of servo system in unit of reduction ratio and feed structure of load machine.
● Three types of input signals for position commands�
Three types of input signals for position command are selectable: two-pulse train, single-pulse train, and two-phase pulse train.
● Regenerative circuit provided as standard�
Built-in regenerative circuit as standard. Can be uses in applications with a large moment of inertia without worrying about
regeneration.

Specifications of HA-680
Driver model

HA-680-4B-24

Item
Combined actuator
Allowable continuous current (Arms)
Instantaneous max. current (Arms)
Cont. cir. P.S (CP)
Power supply
voltage
Main. cir. P.S (MP)
Control method
Encoder
I/O signal
Encoder monitor
Control mode
Display
Protective function
Regenerative absorption circuit
Structure
Installation method
Mass

Ambient conditions

RSF-5A-xx-E050-C, RSF-5A-xx-E050-BC
1.2
2.3
DC24V (20 to 28V)
DC24V (20 to 28V)
Sinusoidal PWM control switching frequency 12.5kHz
14-line specification (Line driver input)
DI: 5 points (insulation with photo coupler) DO: 5 points (insulation with photo coupler)
Variable function assignment
Phase-A,B,Z line driver output Phase-Z open collector output (insulation with photo coupler)
Speed, position and torque control
LED 2 points (green:1 point red:1 point)

For power on, servo-on, alarm operation status display

Memory error, overload, encoder break detection, encoder reception error, UVW error, overcurrent, �
system error, regenerative error, max. deviation, load short circuit, overspeed, operating temperature error

Built-in (with an external capacitor/resistor installation terminal). The built-in resistance has a fuse.

Semi-covered type (aluminum base with plastic cover)
Base mount (wall installation) * direction for mounting must be vertical, and make enough space.

230 g

Operating temp: 0 to 50oC Storage temp:-20 to 85oC
Operating humidity/storage humidity: 95%RH or less (no condensation)
No vibration or physical shock.
No powder or dust, metal powder, corrosive gases, flammable gases, or oil mist.
No water or oil splashes.
To be used indoors, not under direct sunlight.

Note 1: Parameter setting of this driver is performed depending on the actuator combined with it. It cannot be used for any other actuator.
Note 2: The value of the allowable continuous current is limited by the combination of the actuator.
Note 3: The value of the instantaneous maximum current is limited by the combination of the actuator.
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External dimensions of HA-680

(unit:mm)

Ground
mark

Specification
indication plate

Software version No. seal

Cover

2-washer cross pan-head machine screw
(brass round) M3x6seal

Regenerative resistance internal/external switch terminal

Heat sink

Connection example of HA-680
Here is a connection example in the position control for "open collector" signals. The command format is "2 pulse
method." Also, function assignments of I/O signals can be changed. (The example below shows that function
assignment is 0.)
For the connection example of speed and torque control, refer to "technical materials for HA-680 series."
+5V power supply for signals are the user's responsibility.
Input current should be 16mA.

FWD command pulse signal input
REV command pulse signal input
Line filter

Power transformer

AC/DC
power
supply

External power supply

AC Power input

Servo ON
Forward inhibited
Reverse inhibited
Alarm clear

AC Servo Actuator
RSF-5A (with brake)

Red

Deviation clear

White
Black
Positioning complete output

Relay cable
EWA-Bxx-JST03-TMC
(Brake control circuit is built-in.)

Green

Alarm
Ready

Be certain to
ground before use

Speed limiting

Brake

Relay cable

Phase Z OC output
Output signal common

7 (Red)
8 (Black)
1 (White)
2 (Green)

Power supply for brake

3 (Yellow)
4 (Brown)
5 (Blue)
6 (Orange)

Encoder A+ phase signal output
Encoder A- phase signal output
Encoder B+ phase signal output
Encoder B- phase signal output
Encoder Z+ phase signal output
Encoder Z- phase signal output
Encoder monitor gland

Incremental encoder

DC24V power supply for brake
is the user's responsibility.

Shield

Shield

Connector shell
Connector shell

Note) Refer to "technical materials for HA-680 series" for
connection details.
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For safety use of the RSF supermini series and HA series
Restriction on application

Precautions on use

Products are not designed for following usages:
・Devices and instruments used in aerospace equipment, aircraft equipment,

When this product is used in any facility that may affect human life or
facility where there is the possibility of a severe loss, the safety device
must be installed to prevent accidents in case the output becomes
uncontrollable due to destruction.

nuclear equipment, and household equipment

・Vacuum equipment, automobile equipment, amusement equipment, and
equipment that directly affects human body

・Equipment for human transportation, equipment for special environments,
and explosion-protection equipment

* When using this product for the applications as described above, consult with us in
advance.

Before using this product, read and understand the technical materials
and operation manual thoroughly.

Disposal
When disposing of this product, disassemble it as much as possible, separate
the parts with indicated materials according to the indication, and dispose of
them as industrial wastes.

Certifications for ISO 14001 (Hotaka Plant) and ISO 9001 and obtained from TÜV Product Service GmbH

URL: http://www.hds.co.jp/

Head Office:

Believe Omori 7F, 6-25-3 Minami-Ohi, Shinagawa-ku,Tokyo, Japan�
140-0013 TEL 03(5471)7800 FAX 03(5471)7811

Tokyo Office:

Believe Omori 7F, 6-25-3 Minami-Ohi, Shinagawa-ku,Tokyo, Japan�
140-0013 TEL 03(5471)7830 FAX 03(5471)7836

Kita-Kanto Office:

Y.S.T. Building 3F, 4-263 Sakuragi-cho, Ohmiya-ku, Saitama-shi,
Saitama, Japan 330-0854 TEL 048(647)8891 FAX: 048(647)8893

Koshin Office:

1856-1 Maki, Hotaka, Azumino-shi, Nagano, Japan�
399-8305 TEL 0263(83)6910 FAX: 0263(83)6911

Chu-bu Office:

Rober Nagoya Building 6F, 3-139 Hongo, Meito-ku, Nagpya-shi,
Aichi, Japan 465-0024 TEL 052(773)7451(rep) FAX 052(773)7462

Kansai Office:

Shin-Osaka Ueno To-yo Building 3F, 7-4-17 Nishi-nakajima,
Yodogawa-ku, Osaka-shi, Osaka, Japan 532-0011�
TEL 06(6885)5720 FAX 06(6885)5725

Chugoku-Kyushu Office: EME Hakata station-front Building 7F, 1-15-20 Hakata station-front,
Hakata-ku, Fukuoka-shi, Fukuoka, Japan�
812-0011 TEL 092(451)7208 FAX 092(481)2493
Hotaka Plant:

1856-1 Maki, Hotaka, Azumino-shi, Nagano, Japan�
399-8305 TEL 0263(83)6800 FAX 0263(83)6901

Harmonic Drive AG:

Hoenbergstrasse 14 D-65555 Limburg a.d. Lahn Germany�
TEL +49-6431-5008-0 FAX +49-6431-5008-18

HD Systems, Inc:

89 Cabot Court, Hauppauge, N.Y.11788, U.S.A.�
TEL 631-231-6630 FAX 631-231-6803

R

The academic and general nomenclature for “Harmonic DriveR ” is “wave motion gearing” and “Harmonic Drive ” is a registered trademark
only usable on products manufactured and sold by Harmonic Drive Systems.
This catalog contains information as of November 2005.
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